KEITH GOTSCHALL LIVE ONLINE DEMO
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15th 6:30 – 9:00 PM

In cooperation with the Sarasota Woodturners,
we are presenting another Professional Demonstration
to help you improve your BOWL TURNING and
all-around turning and finishing skills!
You MUST pre-register on the website to receive the
link to view this live event! $15 fee per attendee.
Keith is a nationally known furniture maker, sculptor, AND production turner, so
he has fine-tuned his skills to produce bowls quickly and consistently. The
“Holly/Blackwood Bowl is a bowl made from dissimilar woods where you do
NOT want the black dust getting on the pure white holly.

Keith's demonstration will contain lots of hints and
tips on bowl turning techniques, sanding
techniques & finishing!
Please don't miss this opportunity to view a fabulous
demonstration from the comfort of home!

One of the techniques Keith will be showing us is how to use the
“bottoming gouge” for the best bottom in small open bowls and
vessels, shown in his production run order of 100 bowls.

Using 2 woods like Holly & Blackwood brings it's own set of
challenges, and demands finesse and unique methods of work!
Various methods of holding & chucking will be explained and
demonstrated on this “light as an eggshell” 2-color wood bowl.
Specific ways to deal with these challenges are demonstrated, and
will be great info for you to “keep in your hip pocket” to help you in
many areas of your future projects.
Keith will explain many tricks he has learned over the years to bring
off a really fine example of woodturning. At the end of the demo, he
will have side-by-side photos of his original Hollywood bowl, and the
one made in the demo, and welcomes your critique and questions.
Keith wants you to understand more about WHY you like one detail
over another, and to really start thinking more specifically about your
own work and how you can improve, modify, simplify your process,
and get lots more delight from the pieces you make!

